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Quality  Experience  Innovation
Founded in 1976, Price Western Leather Co. Ltd. is one of Europe’s major manufacturers of leather and synthetic security equipment. We are clearly focussed on innovation and customisation to provide the very best quality goods at competitive prices.

Flexibility is key to our success - we continually customise our designs to meet customers’ specific needs and are able to provide low quantities as well as mass-production. Our products are manufactured in Somerset and sold both throughout the UK and worldwide, through a network of distributors and agents in Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Australia.

Quality
Our commitment to quality is, in part, demonstrated by our ISO 9001 QA certification, assuring that our internal processes are streamlined and efficient. One result of this drive is the high level of customer satisfaction and client retention.

We are equally committed to improving the skills of our workforce through on-the-job training and in February 2009, signed up to the “Skills Pledge” (an initiative of the Learning Skills Council).

Experience
The experience of individual staff members is a key element of our business, many of our staff have been with us for over 15 and even 20 years. Such highly skilled individuals exemplify the company values in the drive for quality and sense of responsibility. We are proud of our heritage and the craftsmanship that we retain. Our experience in both design and production assures every client that our designs become cost-effective, fit for purpose and practical items.

Innovation
Over 40 years’ manufacturing, we have learnt the absolute importance of innovation; innovation lies at the heart of our operation with product requirements and production methods continually evolving. Our innovations include the Ergonomic Belt, a range of holsters and accessories for the Taser X26 and Taser X2 as well as Sentinex - a bespoke material which combines the finish and durability of leather with the flexibility and cost effectiveness of 1000 Denier nylon.

All our innovations answer a client need and sometimes predict them. We also look to innovate in our design and production, continually looking for ‘a better way’ to operate.

How we work
Our day-to-day operations are managed using order and production management software. We monitor the performance of our teams on a weekly, monthly and quarterly basis and staff are involved in the setting of their own targets to ensure that each member of every team understands the significance of their role.

Good teamwork is essential to our continued success and we aim to be as flexible as possible as an employer to maintain this. We take our role as an open, flexible employer seriously and our team of home-workers, working to their own requirements, provides an essential backup to factory production.

We have market-leading ISO14001 certification and we are continually looking to reduce the use of the more harmful chemicals and solvents in our production. We have brought together our innovation and experience in this context to produce our Principles of Green Design which we use as guidelines for all our operations.
The design team at Price Western Leather (PWL) provides a core function of our business, creating new products to respond to customers’ needs. In addition to this, existing designs are continually evolving in response to new working practices and new materials.

The ultimate aim for each design is to produce the best possible product, in terms of its function and the specification from the client. From our manufacturing side, we have the additional aim of designing a product that can be produced efficiently both in terms of financial cost and the ecological impact of production.

We use our Green Design Principles as a basis for design and development work, the aim is to guide decision making in the design process to favour the best ecological solutions and to build on the work carried out for the ISO 14001 certification.

**Design for durability and longevity**
Due to the security and proprietary aspects of our finished products, recycling in the traditional sense is not always applicable. The best option is clearly to design products that will last for a significantly longer time. Over the lifetime of a product, the energy and resources consumed are far, far lower than those that may be involved in replacing or recycling materials.

**Design out the hazards**
Many of our products require the use of dyes, solvents and varnishes which traditionally have included high levels of hazardous chemicals. We attempt to reduce the effect of these chemicals at 3 stages:

1. Reduce the use of all chemical processes where possible
2. Replace hazardous chemicals with less- or non-hazardous alternatives
3. Dispose of all chemicals responsibly and appropriately

**Design out the waste**
In our attempts to create the best products, we should aim to design products that clearly meet their specification, without need of extraneous production processes or ‘gimmicks’ for the end-user. In doing so, the manufacture of each product should become more efficient, product usage should be user-friendly, and product life should be increased.

**Design in the best materials**
With a wide range of raw materials coming into the business, we continually assess our inputs in terms of their cost, quality and sustainability. Whenever possible we favour the sustainable and ‘green’ suppliers and materials. Equally, within the design process, we try to favour the use of sustainable materials and ecologically-efficient processes.

**Design in multiple use, modular products**
Whilst a high number of our products are designed specifically to do a single task (in the best way possible), we try to design products that will re-use existing tools, processes and materials. At the same time, we can plan for cutting to be done on existing machinery with individual cutting tools - avoiding wherever possible the need for new machines.
Tactical Vest for Taser X2

The 2130 Tactical Vest for the Taser X2 features a strong, light mesh body with size-adjustments made through 4 rear straps and 2 over-the-shoulder tabs.

The vest carries 2 changeable equipment plates secured by velcro and press-stud fastening.

The 2130 Tactical Vest also includes a cable channel over the shoulder to prevent radio cables crossing and becoming tangled.

1 W984-X2 Finger-break Holster
The W984-X2 features our proprietary Anti-Arming clip for safety while holstered as well as a finger-break fastening with a hard-action press stud.

The holster features a belt attachment as standard for comfort and ease of deployment in the field. Other attachments methods available on request.

Produced in black Sentinex, the W984-X2 is available in other colours subject to minimum order quantity.

2 Taser X2 Holster Plate
The left-hand removable plate features a model W2135 holster for the Taser X2 along with an additional separate cartridge holder. The W2135 holster features a full flap cover with velcro and press-stud fastening along with our own anti-arcing clip inside the holster body.

3 Public Order Plate
Our standard plate for Public Order officers includes holders for:
- Rigid Handcuffs
- Incapacitant Spray
- Expandable Baton
Series 600 Ammunition Carriers

To meet the diversity of ammunition in current usage, we have developed a comprehensive range of ammunition re-load pouches for all types of magazine and speedloader.

We can easily customise our ammunition carriers for any specific munition - please contact us for further details.

1. **Z1132 - Low Drop Triple Mag Pouch**
The Z1132 is a tactical magazine holder for 3 magazines. Made in black leather as standard, the Z1132 also features an elasticated leg strap for secure attachment and press stud fastenings for each separate magazine holder.

2. **6201 - Sentinex Closed Top Mag Pouch**
Sentinex is a proprietary material designed to match the longevity of leather items with the lighter-load of plastics. The 6201 magazine pouch can be sized for any magazine size and is available in single, double or triple combinations.

3. **6217 - Leather Covert Holster**
The 6217 magazine pouch shown holds 2 magazines in separate pockets, each fastened with a press stud.
The 6217 can be belt mounted or attached to load carrying vests such as the Price Western Mollé vest.

4. **W773 - Tactical Mag Pouch**
Produced in durable, lightweight 1000 denier nylon, the W773 holds each magazine in its own holder with fastened cover. The W773 is attached to the wearer's belt with an adjustable strap and an elasticated leg strap.
Ammunition Carriers

Series 600 Ammunition Carriers

Price Western supplies not only the police and military sectors, we also serve the competition shooting industry.

Price Western Ammunition Carriers are all built to exacting standards and always offer a perfect fit for your ammunition alongside exceptional product life-span.

1. **641 - Double Elasticated Mag Pouch**
   We produce single, double and triple elasticated mag pouches for all current ammunition sizes. As standard they are made in black leather, with other finishes available on request.

2. **644 - Open Top Mag Pouch on Angle**
   A beautifully made double mag pouch with belt attachment and magazine holders set at a 30 degree angle for ease of deployment.

3. **647 - Triple Elasticated Mag Pouch**
   All our magazine pouches are quality-controlled throughout design and production to ensure a perfect fit and longer lifespan.

4. **656 - Cartridge Belt**
   A classic design, available for 6, 12 or 24 cartridges.

5. **659 - Bullet Pouch**
   High quality leather pouch for 12 rounds with folding 'wallet' design and press stud fastening.
Artemas Gloves for Professionals

The Artemas range of gloves has two simple aims - to be the best quality equipment for professionals and to offer exceptional value for money.

Whether your priority is product longevity, utility or appearance for display purposes, the Artemas range has the answer - all with the overriding Price Western principles of performance and value.

1. **Leather Uniform Glove (9701)**
The classic outseamed Police Uniform Glove: comfortable and hardwearing. Made in first quality 0.8mm cow-hide leather which offers excellent comfort and abrasion/scuff protection.

**Features:**
- Sewn outseam
- Soft brushed cotton lining
- Centre vent
- Press-stud fastener & 3 plain points on the back of the hand

2. **Inseamed Leather Uniform Glove (9702)**
A variation on the 9701, with inseamed stitching.

3. **Waterproof Thermally Lined Glove (9700)**
Maintain a smart appearance while keeping the hands warm and dry in all weathers. The zip fastening cuff, along with a pinch of elastic sewn into the palm side wrist, ensures a snug fit at all times.

4. **Cut-Resistant Patrol Glove (9705)**
Kevlar level 4 cut-resistant lining throughout this soft, flexible, leather patrol glove with wind resistant neoprene back.

**Features:**
- 240gsm Kevlar Level 4 cut-resistant lining
- Soft feel 0.8mm thick cowhide leather palm
- 2.5mm thick Nylon faced Neoprene back
Artemas Gloves

1. **Cut-Resistant Leather Uniform Glove**
   Similar to the 9701 Leather Uniform Glove, but with the reassurance of a Level 5 cut-resistant lining.
   **Features:**
   - First quality 0.8mm cowhide leather, knitted Dyneema lining for level 5 cut resistance, sewn outseam, centre vent, Press-stud fastener & 3 plain points on the back of the hand
   **Inset photo:** Knitted Dyneema lining

2. **Public Order Glove (AA50)**
   These high quality leather gloves offers excellent protection against the threats commonly encountered in Public Order situations. Tested and Certified to BS7971-6:2003: Type 2 Level 3.

3. **Public Order Glove (AA100)**
   This leather gauntlet offers excellent protection against blade cut, abrasion, puncture, tear, heat and flame, impacts and chemicals as well as ergonomic tests for comfort and fit.

4. **Artemas Patrol Glove (9708)**
   A touchscreen-friendly patrol glove that is lightweight and close-fitting. Shower and wind resistant, breathable and fast-wicking SoftShell Fleece back.
   **Features:**
   - Water and wind resistant palm with high grip silicone applied throughout, touchscreen compatible tips to forefinger and thumb and snag-free Velcro fastening wrist strap.
Series 800 Leather Duty Belts

Made from the finest grade hide, our leather belts are tanned to our own exacting specification. Whether you need a belt for day to day operations, or a belt for ceremonial occasions, the Price Western Leather range of belts answers your question.

All belts are available in a range of colours and finishes.

1. **Unlined Leather Belt**
   At the heart of our uniform belt range, the unlined leather belt offers users a long product lifespan with plenty of flexibility in terms of size options, both in terms of waist-size and width of the belt, from 1” (2.5cm) to 2.5” (6.5cm).

2. **Suede Lined Leather Belt**
   At the high end of comfort and durability, the suede lined leather belt is made from the finest hides in a wide range of widths, from 1” (2.5cm) to 2.5” (6.5cm) to suit all types of modern use from ceremonial to everyday policing.

3. **Velcro Fastening Leather Belt**
   Available in a range of widths from 1” (2.5cm) to 2.5” (6.5cm), the velcro fastening belt offers a smoother front profile with a single belt-loop. In black leather as standard, please contact us for other finish options.

4. **US Police Style Leather Belt**
   This 2.25” (6.5cm) black leather belt is available with or without suede lining. The style mimics the world-renowned US Police style belt.
Non-Leather Belts

Made from the finest grade hide. Our leather belts are tanned to our own exacting specification.

Whether you need a belt for day to day operations, or a belt for ceremonial occasions, the Price Western Leather range of belts answers your question.

All belts are available in a range of colours and finishes.

1. **DC1 - 2” (50mm) Duty Belt**
   The DC1 Duty Belt is a long-lasting belt for day-to-day policing as well as special operations. Produced in 2” (50mm) wide, black 1000D woven nylon as standard, the DC1 is also available in polypropylene or flame retardant woven yarn.

2. **DC1 - 1.5” (38mm) Duty Belt**
   For a slightly narrower profile, the 1.5” (38mm) Duty Belt is available in a range of colours and treatments including Flame Retardant polypropylene.

3. **DC2 - Inner Belt**
   Available in a range of widths from 1” (2.5cm) to 2.5” (6.5cm), the inner belt improves stability of items carried on the accompanying utility or duty belt.

4. **W695 - Ergonomic Belt**
   A revolutionary design to afford maximum mobility while carrying police and security equipment. The weight carried is placed on to the hips rather than the waist. A popular choice for officers experiencing back pain.
Police Duty Wear

Leather Duty Wear

With experience gained over 30 years and our continuing product development, we aim to provide both the widest range and the highest quality duty wear for police and security professionals.

The range includes classic designs for every-day use as well as new products designs to meet the challenges of today’s security work.

1. **835 - Leather Duty Belt**
   A feature-packed spring break, leather-lined shoulder holster.

2. **9224 - Leather Torch Carrier**
   A spring break leather unlined shoulder holster.

3. **9224 - Leather Key Ring**
   A spring break leather unlined shoulder holster.

4. **9118 - Leather Pen Carriers**
   Available in a range of sizes for up to 3 pens and/or pencils.

5. **673 - Leather Spray Holster**
   Our classic pancake holster converted to shoulder carry with a detachable harness.

6. **RCP7 - Leather Handcuff Holders**
   We have a huge range of handcuff holders for all styles of cuff and carry types. Please contact us for further details.

7. **9262 - Leather Baton Carriers**
   We have a huge range of handcuff holders for all styles of cuff and carry types. Please contact us for further details.
Police Duty Wear

Synthetic Duty Wear

In addition to the leather Duty Wear range, we also offer a complete range of synthetic duty wear items.

A lightweight, hard-wearing alternative, the range is based on 1000Derrier woven nylon, produced in black as standard, but also available in other finishes.

1. DC1 - 2" Nylon Duty Belt
   The core item for everyday wear and tear. Long lasting, lightweight and comfortable.

2. DC10 - Torch carrier
   Available in a range of sizes for Maglite and similar style professional torches.

3. DC3 - Keyring holder
   Key ring holder based on clip-style attachment.

4. DC4 - Full Flap Spray Holder
   This spring-loaded holder offers the spray bottle up to user when flap is opened.

5. DC11 - Notebook Holder
   Available in a range of sizes to fit all notebooks and similar paper items. As standard, the DC11 comes with belt attachment loops.

6. DC18 - Utility Pouch

7. DC7 - Rigid Cuff Holder
   Belt-attached holder for rigid handcuffs. The handcuff is secured with 2 press-stud fastenings.
Equipment Bags

No two organisations use exactly the same equipment. It should be no surprise, then, that at Price Western, we do not offer a ‘standard’ equipment bag: we create and adapt our bags for each customer’s specific requirements.

What these bags do have in common is a tough, long-lasting construction, typically of 1000D woven nylon, and an exceptional degree of customer satisfaction.

1 Go-Bag
A tough, versatile bag made from 1000 denier nylon to carry 1 or 2 weapons with full accessory sets. A full length zip allows for ‘open book’ access when required. The Go-Bag features an integrated handle and shoulder strap options.

Typical contents:
- Mounts for 2 weapons
- Velcro panels for customisation
- Elasticated pouches
- Identity card panel on front of bag
- Padded sides for protection of contents

2 Baton Gun Bag
A 1000 denier nylon bag designed for the Heckler & Koch baton gun. This model can be easily adapted for other weapon sizes and styles.

Features
- 5 baton round pouches on front
- Detachable 5 baton round pouch
- 2 shoulder straps for rucksack-style carry
- Tough clip-fastening on cover
- Identity card panel on front of bag
Handgun Transport Bags

The Handgun Transport Bag is developed to provide users with a safe method of transporting and storing loaded handgun weapons and is used widely by Border Force, police firearms units and customs departments.

Features

- Bag constructed using hard wearing Cordura material.
- Zip closure with two carrying handles.
- Integrated internal holster to hold weapon in position. Adjustable for different barrel lengths.
- Ballistic protection layers at side and bottom for handgun and fragment protection.

Protection

The bag is designed to contain a single shot of the below threat levels:

- .357 Sig FMJ RN 448 m/s
- .357 Magnum JSP 455 m/s
- .40 S&W FMJ 352 m/s
- 9mm FMJ 430 m/s
- .22 LR LRN 329 m/s
- .380 ACP FMJ RN 322 m/s
Ballistic Unloading Holdall

The Ballistic Unloading Holdall is developed to provide users with a safe method of unloading weapons in case of accidental discharge.

The Ballistic Unloading Holdall conforms with a number of current industry standards - see across for details, or please contact us to discuss your specific requirements.

Features

- Bag constructed using hard wearing Cordura material.
- Double zip opening.
- Aramid protection layer wrap around firing tube for handgun and fragment protection.
- Ceramic plate in base of firing tube for protection against high velocity rifle ammunition.
- Foam structure to provide stability and protection during transport and storage.

Protection

The bag is designed to contain a single shot of the below threat levels:

- HG2, RF1 and SG1 in accordance with HOSDB Standard.
- NIJ IIIA, NIJ Level III and NIJ Level IV in accordance with NIJ 0108.01 Standard.
Ergonomic Belt

The Price Western Ergonomic Belt has been designed to radically improve the comfort and physical impact on police and security users.

Foam panels around the body distribute the load evenly and comfortably. This means that users, particularly those with lower back problems, are able to maintain excellent mobility while carrying a significant weight of equipment.

Following feedback and feature requests from users in the UK, we released the Mark II Ergonomic Belt in 2015.

Key updates include an increased belt stability which comes from improved contours and a new inner face material.

Belt equipment is carried on 2 lateral panels. Each panel is split into 3 separate ‘bays’ which have their own press stud fasteners.

Any standard belt equipment can be carried on the Price Western Ergonomic Belt and we recommend our Sentinex range of holsters and equipment pouches for its lightness and security of hold.

For further information on the Ergonomic Belt, or our range of Sentinex equipment carry options, please contact us using the details below.
Heckler & Koch Equipment

Produced in the best quality leather, our Series 700 range of holsters and accessories for the MP5 is in use worldwide.

Each item is made to the highest standards in carefully selected leather.

We pride ourselves in creating hard-wearing equipment for professionals who need to be able to rely on their equipment.

1. **700 - Covert Shoulder Rig**
The standard rig in our MP5 range, the covert shoulder rig features black leather plate and pads with adjustable nylon straps.

2. **701 - Convertible Side Plate**
The 701 plate can is available to fit either 30 round or 15 round magazines.

3. **711 - Closed Top Magazine Pouch**
We supply a range of single, double and triple magazine pouches with closed tops. Top cover is fixed by a press-stud fastening. Sizes for both 15- and 30 round magazines are available.

4. **715 - Dual Size Magazine Pouches**
A double magazine pouch sized to carry a 15 round and 30 round magazine, each in its own pocket. Pockets are fastened by a one-way press-stud. Produced in black leather as standard and available in other finished on request.
Heckler & Koch Tactical Range

Price Western has worked with security and military personnel to create a range of lightweight, tactical carry options for Heckler and Koch weapons and munitions. The resulting series of holsters and pouches offers a lightweight alternative for special operations, close protection units while maintaining the Price Western values of high quality and long product lifespan.

1. **Z1133 – Elasticated Magazine Pouch**
   The elasticated magazine pouch offers a weight reduction as well as ease of magazine insertion/deployment. Available in double or triple carry options for either 15- or 30 round magazines.

2. **Z1132 – Tactical Magazine Pouch**
   The Z1132 magazine pouch features a low-drop carry style and leg strap to ensure consistent positioning and comfort.

3. **W773 - Lightweight H&K Holster**
   The lightweight carry option for Heckler and Koch equipment: covert shoulder rig features 1000D nylon straps with pads for comfortable, adjustable carry.

4. **W773 - Lightweight Magazine Pouches**
   Made in 1000D texturised nylon, the W773 offers secure carry of 3 15- or 30 round magazines as well as reduced weight, compared to leather options. Each magazine is held in its own press-stud fastened pocket. The W773 includes a leg-strap for improved comfort and positioning.
Series 100 Low Ride Hip Holsters

A timeless collection of classic leather holsters for revolvers and pistols with covered trigger and thumbbreak.

Our holsters are wet-molded to ensure perfect fit to weapon and the Series 100 holsters can be customised to almost any semi-automatic pistol or revolver up to 6” in barrel length.

1. **100 - Classic Hip Holster**
   Black leather hip holster with press stud fastening. Other finishes are available.

2. **101 - Hip Holster with Trigger Guard**
   High ride unlined leather hip holster with trigger guard.

3. **110 - Leather Covert Holster**
   Two-position leather holster with thumbbreak for FBI rake or cross-draw carry. Image shows ‘Tac-Light’ version of holster - product code Z980.

4. **115 - Pancake Holster with Break**
   One position Pancake Holster with steel reinforced thumb-break.

5. **120TS - Hip Holster with Tension Screw**
   Single position open top pancake holster with tension screw, allowing users to customise the security of carry and prolong the life of the holster.

6. **121TS - Hip Holster with Tension Screw**
   Single position high ride pancake holster in leather. Lighter than the 120 holster, the 121TS suits specialist users.
Knife Sheaths for Enthusiasts

Exquisitely crafted from the best quality leather, our sheaths are tanned using vegetable oils to protect the blade being carried.

We create sheaths for almost any size and style of knife, including hunting knives and Bowie style sheaths.

We can easily customise sheaths with a logo, emblem or regimental insignia.

1. Basket-Weave Knife Sheaths
Available for almost any size and style of hunting or bushcraft knife, we have a range of designs based around protecting your knife and ensuring a secure carry.

Each sheath is fastened with a press-stud fastening, with a brass finish being the standard option.

Our sheaths are available in a range of colours and finishes, subject to a minimum order quantity. Please contact us for details.

2. Open Grip Bushcraft Knife Sheath
A range of low-profile sheaths featuring a partially open top to expose the handle with the blade secured with a press-stud fastening.

3. Faux Skin Knife Sheath
Our faux-skin collection is a truly special collection of elegant knife sheaths decorated with the very best modern faux skins. We have a wide range of ‘skins’ available from typical hunting game to some absolutely unique animal replicas.
Sheaths and Pouches for Professionals

In addition to our sporting and collectors’ ranges, we produce a wide range of knife sheaths and pouches for professionals in the medical, security and military sectors.

A wide range of finishes is available, for both everyday use and ceremonial occasions - please contact us for further details.

1. **Full Cover Gerber Sheath**
   Built to carry the Gerber range of knives, our gerber range is available in 100D woven nylon for a lightweight, low-profile sheath.

2. **Belt-Cutter Sheath**
   Wet-molded for a permanent perfect fit, the belt-cutter sheath will preserve your knife while storing it safely on your belt.

3. **Larger Knife Sheath**
   Designed for those needing to carry a larger knife as part of their belt kit. As standard, this is produced in black leather with other finishes available on request.

4. **Smaller Knife / Multi-Tool Sheath**
   Our range of smaller knife sheaths can be sized for any specific knife or multi-tool. Produced in black leather as standard, please contact us with details of the specific item you wish to carry.

5. **Swiss Army Knife Pocket**
   Shown with the top cover open, the Swiss Army knife holder will keep your multi-tool safely on your belt. Secured with a press-stud fastening.
Load Carrying Vests

Designed to be lightweight, tough and ultimately customisable, our Load Carrying Vests are the most versatile vests on the market.

Our in-house design team and flexible production ensure we can produce vests to carry exactly the equipment your team needs.

Available in black, hi-vis yellow and paramedic green. Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

1. Hi-Vis Vest with 2 Removable Plates
   A hi-vis mesh vest, equipped with 2 klick-fast bays for radio or video devices and 2 removable plates. Each plate can be configured to hold a specific set of equipment: image shows a taser holster plate with 2 cartridge pouches and a ‘duty’ plate that features pouches for police baton, handcuff and an additional multi-use pouch.

2. Police Vest with 2 Removable Plates
   With its base of black nylon mesh and 4-way adjustable fitting, the base vest carries 2 equipment plates configured subject to your precise requirements.

3. Mollé Vest
   A black nylon mesh vest with webbing attachments conforming to the Mollé standard.
   Radio and data devices or batteries can be added to the shoulders as well as the option of grab-handles at the rear. Featured item includes a Taser holster plate and a public order plate (which includes CS spray holder, baton holder and handcuff pouch).
   We also have a laser-cut Mollé vest available for a more secure tenure - please contact us for details.
Taser X2 Equipment

A recent addition to the family, the Price Western range of Taser X2 holsters and equipment brings together the most popular holsters from the Taser X26 range, updated to fit the new Taser X2 perfectly.

Each item in the range is specifically tailored to the Taser X2 model to ensure a perfect fit and security. New options include Mollé attachments and changeable back-plates for holsters.

1. W984-X2 Finger-break Holster
   The W984-X2 features our proprietary Anti-Arming clip for safety while holstered as well as a finger-break fastening with a hard-action press stud.

   The holster features a belt attachment as standard for comfort and ease of deployment in the field. Other attachments methods available on request.

   Produced in black Sentinex, the W984-X2 is available in other colours subject to minimum order quantity.

2. W984-X2 (Rear view)
   Rear view of holster showing belt attachment loop and d-ring.

3. W2125 Cartridge Holder
   A black nylon pocket for a single Taser X2 cartridge. The top flap is fastened with a velcro-style panel.
   Also available in a double configuration.
W2170 Taser Holster

1  W2170 Holster with Removable Cover

The W2170 Holster evolved from the W984 model with feedback from UK Police Forces and their specific requirements.

One of the most requested feature is the Anti-Arming Clip to improve carrier-safety.

Similarly, the finger-break fastened with a single press-stud for weapon security is still popular, in part due to its excellent life-span and consistency of touch.

The W2170 also features a removable cover flap. This flap is removed or attached by 3 press studs and affords either easier access to the weapon, or improved protection.

As standard, the removable cover includes a ‘Taser’ badge in silver on a black patch.

5  W2170 Mollé Attachment

The W2170 features attachments for the Mollé standard allowing the holster to be easily deployed on a wide range of load-carrying vests.

6  W2170 (cover removed)

With the cover removed, the finger-break is revealed as well as our proprietary Anti-Arming Clip, which automatically forces the weapon into safe mode when holstered.
Taser X26 Holsters

From its inception in 2011, the Price Western range of holsters for the Taser X26 has now evolved in line with current usage requirements of today’s police forces.

Each item in the range is specifically tailored to the Taser X26 to ensure a perfect fit every deployment. Our most popular models include the Anti-Arming Clip and Blast Door Protector.

1. **W984 Finger-Break Holster**
   - The W984 features our proprietary Anti-Arming clip which forces the weapon into Safe Mode when holstered. The W984 also features a finger-break fastening with a hard-action press stud.
   - The holster is fitted as standard with a belt attachment for comfort and ease of deployment in the field. Other attachment methods are available on request.
   - Produced in black Sentinex, the W984 is available in other colours subject to minimum order quantity.

2. **W798 Cross-Draw Thumb-Break Holster**
   - Available for either left- or right-hand carry, the W798 Cross-Draw Holster is produced in black 1000D woven nylon to offer a lightweight yet robust holster. A popular model with our Anti-Arming Clip protection.

3. **W797 3/4 Flap Holster**
   - A black nylon pocket for the Taser X26. The front flap is attached via 2 hard-action press-studs. As standard, the W797 is produced in black 1000D nylon, with other colourways such as hi-vis yellow available subject to minimum order quantity.
Taser X26 Holsters

1 W801 Holster for Taser X26
The W801 Holster evolved from the W984 model with feedback from UK Police Forces and their specific requirements.

With the addition of a 3/4 length flap for both protection and semi-covert carry, the W801 is attached by belt loop as standard or with the popular klick-fast fittings - please contact us for details.

The 3/4 length flap is attached with a hard-action press-stud fastening and velcro strip as standard.

2 W802 Covert Taser X26 Pouch
The W802 covert Taser X26 Pouch is a discreet 1000D nylon pouch fastened with 2 hard-action press-studs. Available in black with belt loop attachment as standard.

3 W1261 Taser X26 Shoulder Holster
When asked for a covert shoulder carry option for the Taser X26, the W1261 is the answer. Experience with Special Ops teams and Close Protection Units over 30 years has allowed us to grow our knowledge of how to create a comfortable, secure and light-weight shoulder rig.

Our proprietary Sentinex material for the holster body keeps the weapon secure while maintaining a low profile with perfect fit.

The shoulder-rig itself is comprised of comfortable woven nylon with adjustable straps to allow a wide range of body shapes and sizes to use a single-size set-up.

Both a left and right-handed version is available. An elasticated strap at the bottom of the holster secures the holster’s position at all times.